98 of a star when I see it through the telescope. It may be
more brilliant, more wondrous, it may be a thousand times
or a million times bigger than when seen with the naked
eye, but it is not a whit more real. To say that this is what
a thing really looks like, just because one sees it larger
and grander, seems to me quite fatuous. It is just as real
to me if I don't see it at aU but merely imagine it to be
there. And finally, even when to my own eye and the eye
of the astronomer it possesses the same dimensions, the
same brilliance, it definitely does not look the same to us
both—DurrelPs very exclamation is sufficient to prove
that.
But let us pass on—to Saturn. Saturn, and our moon
likewise, when seen through a magnifying lens, are im-
pressive to the layman in a way which the scientist must
instinctively deplore and deprecate. No facts or figures
' about Saturn, no magnification, can explain the unreason-
ably disquieting sensation which the sight of this planet
produces upon the mind of the spectator. Saturn is a living
symbol of gloom, morbidity, disaster, fatality. Its milk-
white hue inevitably arouses associations with tripe, dead
gray matter, vulnerable organs hidden from sight, loath-
some diseases, test-tubes, laboratory specimens, catarrh,
rheum, ectoplasm, melancholy shades, morbid phenom-
ena, incuba and succuba war, sterility, anaemia, inde-
cision, defeatism, constipation, anti-toxins, feeble novels,
hernia, meningitis,, dead-letter laws, red tape, working
class conditions, sweat shops, Y. M. C. A's, Christian En-
deavor meetings, spiritist seances, poets like T. S. Eliot,
zealots like Alexander Dowie, healers like Mary Baker
Eddy, statesmen like Chamberlain, trivial fatalities like
slipping on a banana peel and cracking one's skull, dream-
ing of better days and getting wedged between two motor
trucks, drowning in one's own bath-tub, jailing one's best
friend accidentally, dying of hiccoughs instead of on the

